
Among its flight planning and operations services, 
AKKA supports the airlines’ OCC with the objective of 
rationalising costs, balancing workload, maximizing 
service delivery and minimizing irregular service 
disruption.

WHAT WE OFFER
With years of experience through our expert team, we can provide you with:
     24/7 availability support
     Business and commercial operators
     Worldwide (ETOPS) Computerized Flight Plan Preparation for ACMI, scheduled, 
non-scheduled and charter operations
     Full flight briefing (OFP/ATC, load planning, RWY analysis, NOTAMs, Weather)
     EFB uplink
     ATFCM messaging (DLA, SLOT,..)
     Flight Monitoring
     Operational and Fuel Efficiency Audit
     Traffic Rights

OUR ADDED VALUE
An internationally renowned techno-
logy company 

A reputable Aircraft Support and Flight 
Ops Services entity with strong airline 
expertise and experience

Dedicated airline Management teams 
with ETOPS qualification

On-site assistance to handle seasonal 
peak loads or long-term deported pro-
jects with dedicated focal point

Flexibility and efficiency on the imple-
mentation or transition process to gua-
rantee business continuity
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Contact
contactflightops@akka.eu
akka-technologies.com

OUR EXPERTISE
OFP PREPARATION AND ATC FILING
We supply a variety of computerized flight plan formats based on aircraft ope-
rator requirements and considering meteorological forecast, relevant NOTAMs, 
approach and landing facilities as well as aircraft performance that may affect 
the flight.
> Optimum, accurate and up to date flight plans

ATFCM MESSAGING (ATC DLA AND ATC/AIRPORTS SLOT 
MANAGEMENT)
Our sound understanding of an Airline OCC, aircraft turn around, maintenance, 
IRROPS (IRREGULAR OPS), pilot briefing, crew duty and rest regulations, ramp 
officers and airline supervisor enable us to arrange and coordinate all requi-
rements when needed.
> Optimizing workload and altering OCC needs 

FLIGHT TRACKING
After Aircraft departure and with our innovative software, AKKA flight dis-
patchers will provide the pilots with continuous updates during the flight such 
as weather, NOTAMs ...
Possibility of inflight rerouting to avoid thunderstorm, clear air turbulence ... 
The enhanced situation awareness will enable better strategic navigation which 
contribute to a safer and more comfortable flight. 
> Contributing to safety

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AUDIT
We realize situational audits to analyze current operational processes, identify 
gaps and implement solutions to improve flight and fuel efficiency 
> Streamline processes and resources allocation for competitiveness

TRAFFIC RIGHTS
We have the resources available to fulfill your request timely and efficiently
> Overflying Permits – Landing Permits
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